The class of Functional Signal plus Noise (FSN) models is introduced that provides a new, general method for modelling and forecasting time series of economic functions. The underlying, continuous economic function (or 'signal') is a natural cubic spline whose dynamic evolution is driven by a cointegrated vector autoregression for the ordinates (or 'y-values') at the knots of the spline. The natural cubic spline provides flexible cross-sectional fit and results in a linear, state space model. This FSN model achieves dimension reduction, provides a coherent description of the observed yield curve and its dynamics as the cross-sectional dimension N becomes large, and can feasibly be estimated and used for forecasting when N is large. The integration and cointegration properties of the model are derived. The FSN models are then applied to forecasting 36-dimensional yield curves for US Treasury bonds at the one month ahead horizon. The method consistently outperforms the Diebold and Li (2006) and random walk forecasts on the basis of both mean square forecast error criteria and economically relevant loss functions derived from the realised profits of pairs trading algorithms. The analysis also highlights in a concrete setting the dangers of attempts to infer the relative economic value of model forecasts on the basis of their associated mean square forecast errors.
INTRODUCTION
This paper develops a novel econometric framework for modelling and forecasting time series of economic functions. In financial economics, market prices at a given point in time are a function of the characteristics of the asset traded such as its maturity date, transaction volume or strike price. It is often appropriate to consider the underlying price as a continuous function of these characteristics. Prominent examples include the zero-coupon yield curve, the ask and bid (or inverse demand and supply) curves of the limit order book of a financial exchange, and the implied volatility surface of options prices. Despite the importance of such functions there has been little development of general methods to study their dynamics that are applicable and feasible when the cross-sectional dimension of the data is moderate or large. To address this need we introduce Functional Signal plus Noise models and demonstrate their usefulness in the concrete setting of modelling and forecasting zero-coupon yield curves. The vast majority of empirical dynamic studies of the yield curve concentrate on a small subset of bond maturities as a result of the econometric difficulties involved in modelling dynamic panel data in which cross-sections consist of functionally related observations. By contrast, our approach is based on a continuous, smooth underlying yield curve (or 'signal' function) that is observed with measurement error (or 'noise'). The Functional Signal plus Noise models appear to be the first systematically to outperform a random walk for the yield curve when forecasting one month ahead, a horizon that has particularly challenged previous forecasting methods.
The main contributions of the paper may be summarised as follows. First, the class of Functional Signal plus Noise (FSN) models is introduced that provides a new, general method for modelling and forecasting time series of economic functions. The underlying continuous, smooth economic function (or 'signal') is a natural cubic spline whose dynamic evolution is driven by a cointegrated VAR for the ordinates ('y-values') at the knots of the spline. The natural cubic spline provides flexible cross-sectional fit and results in a linear state space model. Since the model's state equation is the cointegrated VAR written and parametrised in Error Correction form (see Johansen 1996) , we call it the FSN-ECM model. This model achieves dimension reduction, provides a coherent description of the observed price or yield curve and its dynamics as the crosssectional dimension N becomes large, and can feasibly be estimated and used for forecasting when N is large.
Second, under the assumption that the m knot ordinates (or yields) follow a cointegrated I(1) process with cointegrating rank r, a theorem is derived showing that the observed and latent yield curves of the FSN-ECM process with dimension N are I(1) processes with cointegrating rank [N − (m − r)]. Third, the FSN-ECM models are applied to forecasting 36-dimensional yield curves for US Treasury bonds at the one month ahead horizon. The method consistently outperforms both the widely used Diebold and Li (2006) and random walk forecasts on the basis of both mean square forecast error (MSFE) criteria and economically relevant loss functions derived from the realised profits of pairs trading algorithms that each period construct an arbitrage portfolio of discount bonds. Yield spreads are found to provide important information for forecasting the yield curve, but not in the manner prescribed by the Expectations Theory. The analysis also highlights in a concrete setting the dangers of attempts to infer the relative economic value of model forecasts on the basis of their associated MSFEs.
The work presented is a contribution to functional time series analysis. Each yield curve, for example, may be regarded as a finite dimensional vector, albeit of moderately or very high dimension. However, the standard approaches of multivariate time series or panel data analysis are of little help in this setting owing to the cross-sectional dimension (preventing e.g. the standard use of cointegrated VARs) and the close, functional relationship between the yields. Indeed, the analysis of time series of stochastic, continuous functions is in a state of relative infancy. Previous work in the statistics literature includes the use of Functional AutoRegressive (FAR) models for forecasting entire smooth, continuous functions by Besse and Cardot (1996) and Besse, Cardot, and Stephenson (2000) . Kargin and Onatski (2007) develop a new technique, the predictive factor decomposition, for estimation of the autoregressive operator of FARs. The method is applied to the point prediction at a three month horizon of cubic spline interpolations of the term structure of Eurodollar futures rates, but is found to have uniformly larger MSFEs across a wide range of maturities than the Diebold and Li (2006) forecasting method that is implemented.
Our FSN-ECM models may be interpreted as a special type of dynamic factor model (see Stock and Watson 2006, p. 524) in which the ordinates (yields) at the knots of the spline are the factors and the factor loadings are determined by the requirement that the signal function (i.e. the 'common component') be a natural cubic spline, rather than the factor loadings being parameters for estimation. The semiparametric FSN approach thus allows quasi-maximum likelihood estimation and prediction using a linear state space form and the filtering methods of Jungbacker and Koopman (2007) , even when the cross-sectional dimension (N) of the data is very large. Our method may be contrasted with non-parametric approaches to estimation of factor models using either static or dynamic principal components in which asymptotic consistency is established for both large cross-sectional dimension N and large number of time series observations T (see Boivin and Ng 2005 for discussion of these methods from a forecasting perspective). Of course, parametric and nonparametric approaches are complementary and have well-established relative advantages and disadvantages.
In the context of modelling economic functions, the FSN-ECM approach exploits the a priori information that the cross-section consists of (noisy) observations of a continuous, smooth underlying function. Furthermore, the FSN-ECM approach is applicable to panels with only moderate cross-sectional dimension.
A recurring theme in the term structure literature is the considerable difficulty of outperforming naïve forecasting devices, particularly the random walk for the yield curve or 'no change' forecast (denoted RW YC ).
Since this difficulty has been found to be particularly pronounced for one month ahead forecasts and term structure forecasting models are almost always specified at a monthly frequency, our study focuses on forecasting the yield curve at the one month horizon. Diebold and Li (2006) introduced a dynamic version of the Nelson and Siegel (1987) yield curve in which the three parameters or factors describing the curve each follow an AR(1) process. The method is now widely used. However, Diebold and Li (2006) report only comparable forecasting performance to RW YC in terms of mean square forecast errors (MSFEs) at the one month ahead horizon. De Pooter, Ravazzolo, and van Dijk (2007) tried several variants of this forecasting method, but were unable to improve its average root MSFE performance. Almost none of the currently popular term structure forecasting methods that they implemented resulted in lower average root MSFE than the RW YC at the one month horizon, and the inclusion of macroeconomic information resulted in only marginal reductions in average root MSFE at best. Several studies have assessed the forecasting performance of affine term structure models using only a small number of yields. Duffee (2002) finds that forecasts made using the standard class of ('completely') affine models typically perform worse than the RW YC even at horizons of 3, 6 and 12 months ahead. His 'essentially affine' models produce forecasts somewhat better than the RW YC for the three maturities reported and at these three horizons. Ang and Piazzesi (2003) present a VAR model in the affine class for yields of five different maturities which imposes no-arbitrage restrictions and performs only slightly better than the RW YC at the one month ahead horizon for four of the five maturities used. Incorporating macroeconomic factors in the model improves the forecast performance for those four maturities.
For the first time in the literature, we present forecasting models that consistently outperform a random walk for the yield curve at the one month horizon, both under MSFE-based crtieria and ones based on realised trading profits. Furthermore, a broad range of 36 different maturities is used in the forecast evaluation exercise.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the new class of FSN-ECM models and states a theorem on their integration and cointegration properties in Section 2.2. The choice of a natural cubic spline for the continuous, economic signal function is motivated in Section 2.3 in terms of the good interpolating and approximation properties of such splines. The use of cubic splines in term structure estimation is reviewed and it is argued that potential criticisms in terms of their extrapolatory behaviour misunderstand their role here as piecewise, local approximations. Section 3 presents the specification and selection of FSN-ECM forecasting models for the zero-coupon yield curve and compares their out-of-sample performance to rival models using MSFE-based criteria. Section 4 considers forecast evaluation under economically relevant loss functions derived from the realised profits of pairs trading algorithms, whilst Section 5 concludes. The
Appendix provides the necessary mathematical details on natural cubic spline functions so that the paper is self-contained. These are denoted here as a function of τ by S(τ).
FUNCTIONAL SIGNAL PLUS NOISE MODELS
Functional Signal plus Noise (FSN) models provide a general method for modelling and forecasting time series of economic functions. Such a method must have the ability to fit flexibly the shape of the cross-sectional data whilst providing an accurate description of the dynamics of the time series. The FSN models employ a natural cubic spline to model the underlying, continuous economic function, the dynamic evolution of which is driven by a cointegrated Vector AutoRegression (VAR) or Error Correction Model (ECM) of relatively small dimension. The natural cubic spline is expected to provide the property of good cross-sectional fit in a wide range of settings as a result of its desirable properties as an approximating and interpolating function. The use of the cointegrated VAR ensures that the dynamic properties of both the state (or 'factor') and observation vectors are well understood. Furthermore, since cointegrated VARs have been very successful as models of financial variables that may be written in terms of log prices, their incorporation is likely to result in good empirical performance. The resultant FSN-ECM model combines the virtues of parsimony and parametric interpretability. The method is applicable when the underlying economic function is believed to be smooth and, in heuristic terms, varies such that its general shape can be described by a vector of ordinates ('y-values') of relatively small dimension. The method then exploits the dimension-reduction property inherent in the functional data. For concreteness, the exposition below is given in terms of yield curves but is general in scope. For example, Bowsher (2004) provides an application of FSN models to the bid and ask curves of the electronic limit order book of a financial exchange.
A zero-coupon or discount bond with face value $1 and maturity τ is a security that makes a single payment of $1 τ periods from today. Its yield to maturity y t (τ) is defined as the per period, continuously compounded return obtained by holding the bond from time t to t + τ, so that
where p t (τ) is the log price of the bond at t. The (zero-coupon) yield curve consists of the yields on discount bonds of different maturities and is denoted here by the vector y t (τ) := (y t (τ 1 ), y t (τ 2 ), ..., y t (τ N )) . We develop methods for the empirically important case where the cross-sectional dimension N of the observed yield curve is too large to allow the use of standard, multivariate time series methods. In Section 3 the task will be to forecast one month ahead a 36-dimensional yield curve with τ = (1. 5, 2, 3, ..., 11, 12, 15, 18, ..., 81, 84 ) and maturities measured in months. A 3-dimensional plot of the dataset used there may usefully be previewed at this stage by examining the first panel of Figure 2 . The plot strongly suggests the suitability of treating each observed yield curve as a smooth function perturbed by noise. (Taking the contemporaneous pairwise correlations of yields for adjacent maturities using the dataset shown there gives correlations that all lie between 0.9964 and 0.9997). The FSN models proposed below have exactly this form and capture the functional, cross-sectional relationship between contemporaneous observations (yields) by modelling the observed curves as the sum of a smooth, latent 'signal function' S(τ) and noise.
FSN-ECM models
The signal function used is a natural cubic spline uniquely determined by the ordinates (yields) that correspond to the knots of the spline, γ t . The state equation of the FSN model then determines the stochastic evolution of the spline function by specifying that γ t follows a cointegrated VAR (or ECM). The resultant FSN-ECM model may be written in linear state space form, thus allowing the use of the Kalman filter to compute both the Gaussian quasi-likelihood function and 1-step ahead point predictions. Harvey and Koopman (1993) were the first to describe a linear state space model with a state equation determining the stochastic evolution of a cubic spline function. There, as in Koopman and Ooms (2003) , the stochastic spline is used to model the latent, time-varying periodic pattern of a scalar time series. This contrasts the present work in which the stochastic splines are used as a tool in functional time series analysis and assume the role of smooth approximations to the observed functional data. The term Kalman filter is taken here to refer to the recursions as they are conveniently stated in Koopman, Shephard, and Doornik (1999, Section 4.3, pp. 122-123) . For a textbook exposition of the Kalman filtering procedure, see Harvey (1989, Ch. 3) .
A natural cubic spline (NCS) is essentially a piecewise cubic function with pieces that join together to form a twice continuously differentiable function overall (see Appendix B). The NCS signal function or latent yield curve evaluated at the maturities τ is written as
. The NCS has m knots positioned at the maturities k = (1, k 2 , ..., k m ) which are deterministic and fixed over time. The notation S γ t (τ) is used to imply that the spline interpolates to the latent yields γ t = (γ 1t , ..., γ mt ) -i.e. S γ t (k j ) = γ jt for j = 1, ..., m. We refer to the vector γ t as the knot-yields of the spline. An illustrative NCS signal function is shown in Figure 1 . Another terminology is to refer to S γ t (τ) as a NCS on (k; γ t ), since the spline passes through the points (k j , γ jt ) m j=1
, which together determine the remainder of the spline function uniquely. The vectors k and τ need not have any elements in common and, in the context of FSN-ECM models, the knot vector typically has much smaller dimension m than the number of maturities N.
A formal definition of the FSN(m)-ECM(p) model now follows, where m is the number of knots and the pth lag of γ t+1 is the maximum lag that enters the ECM state equation. Without loss of generality, we focus on the case p ≤ 2 for expositional simplicity. The definition is stated for the case where the maturities τ for which yields are observed in the data are constant over time. Extension to allow for a deterministic, time-varying maturity vector τ t is straightforward both conceptually and computationally (even when its dimension varies over time), but this is not needed in the sequel. 
maturity Note: The yields at the knots, γ jt , are labelled and plotted using filled circles; the knots are given by k = (1, 2, 4, 18, 24, 84).
given by
for t = 1, 2, ... Here S γ t (τ) is a natural cubic spline on (k; γ t ), the N × m deterministic matrix W(k, τ) is given by Lemma 7 of the Appendix, and both α and β are m × r matrices with rank equal to r < m. Letting A γ (z) denote the characteristic polynomial for the process {γ t }, it is imposed that |A γ (z)| = 0 implies that |z| > 1 or z = 1.
The initial state (γ 1 , γ 0 ) has finite first and second moments given by γ * and Ω * respectively. The series {u t := (ε t (τ) , ν t ) } has a finite second moment for all t and satisfies, for all t,
Note that {u t } is a vector white noise process. The parameters of the model are thus (α, β, µ, Ψ, Ω ν , Ω ε ).
The Gaussian FSN(m)-ECM(2) Model has the additional condition imposed that both u t and (γ 1 , γ 0 ) have multivariate Normal distributions.
The choice of a NCS as the signal function or latent yield curve S(τ) is discussed in detail in Section 2.3 below, and stems from the desirable properties that the NCS has as a smooth approximating and interpolating function. Note that the latent signal function is expected to be smoother than the observed 'curve' y t (τ) and captures the underlying economic function of interest. The ECM state equation (3) is motivated by the numerous studies that successfully model a relatively small vector of yields using a cointegrated VAR in which the process for the yields, here {γ t }, is I(1) and {β γ t −µ} is a stationary, mean zero vector of cointegrating relations. Given the reduced rank r < m of both α and β imposed by Definition 1, a necessary and sufficient condition for γ t to have these properties is that det[α would expect the method to be computationally feasible for, say, N ≈ 5000.
The Expectations Theory (ET) of the term stucture implies for an I(1), m-dimensional vector of observed yields that the cointegrating rank r is (m − 1) and that (m − 1) linearly independent yield spreads are cointegrating relations. These hypotheses have received considerable attention in the cointegration-based yield curve literature (see inter alia Hall, Anderson, and Granger 1992 , Shea 1992 and Pagan, Hall, and Martin 1996 with the findings supporting r = (m − 1) or r = (m − 2) and cointegrating relations that can be written as linear combinations of yield spreads. There is a tendency to reject the implications of the ET using hypothesis testing techniques based on asymptotic critical values. However, it is important to pay attention to the validity of the critical values used. For example, Pagan, Hall, and Martin (1996) report rejection of the standard hypothesis test but note that the point estimates obtained are quite close to the situation where the cointegrating relations implied by the ET hold. They highlight the major impact on the critical values of a levels effect of the short rate in the disturbance of the VAR, which may result in the test rejecting erroneously. More generally, the conclusions of in-sample hypothesis testing do not necessarily carry over to the context of out-of-sample forecasting using potentially mis-specified models.
The ECM state equation has the advantage that the dynamic properties of both the knot-yields γ t and the yield curves are well understood. The following section derives the integration and cointegration properties of the latent and observed yield curves of an FSN-ECM process.
FSN-ECM model dynamics
We begin from the empirically well-motivated assumption that the process for the m knot-yields {γ t } is a cointegrated I(1) process and prove that the latent and observed yield curves are also then cointegrated I (1) processes with cointegrating rank [N − (m − r)], where r = rank(α) = rank(β). The (m − r) common trends of the knot-yields, and of the latent and observed yield curves are identical and given by
an n × r matrix of full rank, we use the notation δ ⊥ for some n × (n − r) matrix of full rank such that δ δ ⊥ = 0).
Theorem 2 (Integration and Cointegration Properties of FSN-ECM
(1) and {β γ t − µ} is a stationary, mean zero vector of cointegrating relations. It follows from Definition 1 that the processes for the observed and latent yield curves, {y t (τ)} and {S γ t (τ)} t=1,2,... resp., are I(1) cointegrated processes with the matrix of cointegrating vectors given by
The cointegrating rank is thus equal to rank(φ) = N − (m − r) in both cases.
Proof. The necessity and sufficiency of the condition det[α ⊥ (I − Ψ)β ⊥ ] 0 follows directly from Theorem 4.2 of Johansen (1996) , as does the moving average (MA) representation
where D depends on initial values such that
−1 α ⊥ , and the power series for B(z) is convergent for |z| < 1 + δ for some δ > 0.
We thus have the following MA representation for the latent yield curve
Notice that rank[W(k, τ)] = m and rank[W(k, τ)C] = m − r > 0. In particular, W(k, τ)C 0. It follows immediately that both S γ t (τ) and y t (τ) = S γ t (τ) + ε t are I(1) processes (since the sum of an I(1) process and an
Note also that W(k, τ)β ⊥ has full rank equal to (m − r) and hence rank(φ) = N − (m − r). The process
The process {φ y t (τ)} is also
For a particular choice of β the matrix of cointegrating vectors for the yield curve may thus be computed
The simple case where β γ t consists of the (m − 1) spreads between the knot-yields is given in the following example.
Example 3 (FSN-ECM Model with Stationary Yield Spreads) Consider the case of the FSN(m)-ECM(2) process in
Theorem 2 with the m×(m−1) matrix β set to β s where
is the stationary vector of spreads between the knot-yields. Then W(k, τ)β ⊥ is an N-vector with all elements identical and we can take
.
Thus, e.g. when τ 1 = 1, the observed spreads
are a stationary vector for any N.
Cubic Spline Signal Functions
We motivate here the choice of a natural cubic spline for the economic signal function or latent yield curve S(τ), and discuss the use of cubic splines in term structure estimation. A spline may usefully be viewed as a set of polynomial pieces each of which is a local approximation to the function of interest, with the polynomial pieces joined together to form a smooth function overall. Spline functions are a centrepiece of the modern theory that deals with the numerical approximation of functions (see Powell 1996) . Cubic splines are used frequently in practice since they provide a balance between accurate approximation and smoothness.
Suppose that a latent yield curve
Then it is known (see Powell 1996, Theorem 20.3) that the least maximum or 'minimax' error achievable by a cubic spline approximation to
with arbitrary number and positioning of knots, has the upper bound 3h 2 sup τ∈[1,k m ] {y * (τ)} where h is the maximum interval between adjacent knots. Thus the family of cubic splines is able, using a twice continuously differentiable spline function, to approximate y * (τ) to any required accuracy by using a sufficiently large number of knots (perhaps spaced uniformly, although this is usually sub-optimal). This approximation ability of cubic splines motivates their use as the signal function in FSN models. A question of importance in the forecasting context is then whether sufficiently accurate cross-sectional fit can be achieved using a number of knots that also allows formulation of a parsimonious FSN-ECM model, a question that we are able to answer strongly in the affirmative in what follows when forecasting the yield curve.
A slightly different way to motivate the use of a natural cubic spline as the latent, smooth economic function in the FSN-ECM model is as follows. Suppose that the 'true' latent yields at t corresponding to the maturities k = (1, k 2 , ..., k m ) are known to be γ t = (γ 1t , ..., γ mt ) and one seeks an interpolating function
. Then it is known that, of all functions in C 2 [1, k m ], the one that minimises the roughness penalty
dτ is the NCS S γ t (τ) (see Powell 1996, Theorem 23.2) .
In this sense, the NCS is the least rough or 'oscillatory' choice. If the latent economic function is believed to be smooth and its 'general shape' can be described by a vector of ordinates γ t of relatively small dimension, then a NCS interpolating between the γ jt is a good way to describe the function. Problems would arise if the latent economic functions vary rapidly over certain maturity ranges and those ranges also change significantly over time, thus necessitating a large number of knots m to avoid oversmoothing. Such a large m would then result in too many parameters associated with the ECM state equation for the FSN-ECM method to be useful for forecasting, unless very long time series were available.
Under the conditions of Definition 1, the FSN-ECM model can be written in linear state space form (see Harvey 1989, pp. 100-104) since the deterministic matrix W(k, τ) depends only on the vector of maturities τ and the knot positions k, thus allowing the NCS signal function S γ t (τ) to be written as the linear function W(k, τ) γ t of the knot-yields. This is a further advantage of the use of a NCS in the FSN-ECM model since the linear state space form enables use of the Kalman filter to perform both quasi-maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE) and 1-step ahead, linear point prediction. The state vector at t can be taken to be (γ t , γ t−1 ) or, in an isomorphic representation, to be (γ 1t , (β γ t ) , γ 1,t−1 , (β γ t−1 ) ) -see also equation (7). We use the latter in our computational work.
We consider now the use of cubic splines to estimate the zero-coupon term structure at some point in time. The flexible McCulloch (1975) procedure fits the discount function using a cubic spline regression, is widely used and continues to be regarded as a leading method amongst the existing parsimonious methods (see Jeffrey, Linton, and Nguyen 2006 and Bliss 1997) . Both Fisher, Nychka, and Zervos (1995) and Waggoner (1997) use smoothing splines to penalise large variations in the estimated forward rate curve that can result from over-fitting. However, Waggoner (1997, p.14) concludes that the results produced by the McCulloch (1975) procedure were very similar both in terms of fit and smoothness to those obtained using the variable roughness penalty (VRP), smoothing spline method. Jeffrey, Linton, and Nguyen (2006) show that a recently developed, non-parametric kernel smoothing method tends to perform better than the McCulloch (1975) regression spline. However, it is not at all clear how to extend this method to incorporate time series dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that directly fits the yield curve using a cubic spline as we do here. Such an approach automatically ensures that the implied discount function is everywhere positive and is equal to unity for τ = 0.
Section 3.5 below will demonstrate that natural cubic splines provide a better cross-sectional fit to a widely used dataset of Unsmoothed Fama Bliss yields than the popular Nelson and Siegel (1987) functional formas shown in Figure 5 , the average over time of the squared OLS errors for the fitted yields (the darkly shaded 'static component' there) is smaller for all maturities in the case of the NCS. The number and position of the knots used for the NCS in Figure 5 (a) were determined using a different, non-overlapping dataset (see Section 3.3) and also result in a parsimonious, FSN-ECM out-of-sample forecasting model. As noted by Waggoner (1997, p.14), any tendency towards excessive variation or 'oscillation' of a regression cubic spline can be controlled through the number and spacing of the knots. In our procedure, that number is automatically kept low by the requirement that the FSN-ECM state equation not involve too many parameters to be effective in out-of-sample forecasting. The cross-sectional fit obtained from the regressions is still good, suggesting that the direct use of cubic splines to fit yield curves using coupon bond price data deserves attention in future research.
Cubic spline methods are sometimes criticised in terms of the divergent behaviour of the extrapolated term structure as the maturity tends to infinity. A number of points may be made in connection with such criticisms. First, cubic splines should not be used for such extrapolation since they are intended as piecewise, local approximations. The spline approximation is designed to hold over a bounded interval rather than globally. In our method, the availability of additional data on very long term yields would naturally prompt the addition of further knots in order to allow local approximation over the new maturity range, rather
than extrapolation beyond what was previously an 'end knot'. Second, our method is designed to forecast yields for maturities that lie within (or close to) the previously observed range on the basis of the past data.
Extrapolation is not the usual aim either of term structure estimation or forecasting methods and, if required, would employ alternative, tailored methods. Third, Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997, p.413) forecasting on the basis of their extrapolation behaviour would be to put them to a use for which they are not intended or designed.
FORECASTING YIELD CURVES
The new FSN-ECM models are now applied to forecasting the zero-coupon yield curve of US Treasury bonds. The task set is a difficult one, namely to forecast one month ahead a 36-dimensional yield curve. The out-of-sample performance of the FSN-ECM models is compared below to the main competing models. In addition to the MSFE-based criteria considered in this section, forecast evaluation using carefully constructed, economically relevant loss functions based on realised trading profits is undertaken in Section 4. The data used are first described in detail before moving on to discussion of the specification and selection of the FSN-ECM models used, and the forecasting results obtained.
Zero-coupon yield curve data
We use the same dataset of Unsmoothed Fama Bliss (UFB) forward rates as Diebold and Li (2006) , which runs from November 1984 to December 2000 inclusive. The dataset is available from and has been constructed by Robert Bliss using data from the CRSP government bond files (see Bliss 1997) . Zero-coupon UFB yields are then obtained by averaging the appropriate UFB forward rates. As is discussed below, the set and number of maturities for which yields are observed is not the same for every t. Our FSN-ECM models can readily accommodate this feature using a time-varying but deterministic matrix W(k, τ t ) in the observation equation (3) and the particularly straightforward means available for dealing with missing observations when using the Kalman filter. However, we work instead here with the fixed vector of maturities τ = (1.5, 2, 3, ..., 11, 12, 15, 18, ..., 81, 84) , where maturities are in months and one month is taken to equal 30.4375 days. Importantly, this approach enables the disaggregation by maturity of forecast performance over time and facilitates comparison with earlier work. Where a yield y t (τ i ) is not directly observed, a linear interpolation between the two nearest maturity observations is performed, as in Diebold and Li (2006) . Note that we include a greater number of maturities between 1.5 and 84 months than these authors (36 maturities compared to 14).
A 3-dimensional plot of the final dataset is shown in Figure 2 , together with a plot in the lower panel of the maturities directly observed at each date. The latter highlights the clear time-variation in the set of directly observed maturities. The minimum and maximum maturities of 1.5 and 84 months respectively were chosen in order mostly to avoid interpolations using observations separated by a relatively large maturity span. Note in particular that it is difficult to construct a reliable one month yield using this dataset since there is frequently no observed maturity less than or equal to 30.4375 days. Diebold and Li (2006 , Table 1 ) provides descriptive statistics for a subset of our maturities.
Amongst US government bonds, Treasury Bills are pure discount bonds whilst others are coupon bearing.
Thus the zero-coupon yield curve must usually first be constructed from the observed bond prices. Bliss (1997) discusses and compares the leading term structure estimation methods and finds that the Unsmoothed Fama Bliss (UFB) method used here performs well. The UFB method (see Fama and Bliss 1987, p. 690 ) essentially constructs a piecewise constant forward rate curve, constant over the intervals between the maturities of the included bonds, that exactly prices each bond (under the assumption that coupon bonds are priced as bundles of synthetic discount bonds).
All existing studies of yield curve dynamics employ a cross-sectional estimation of the zero-coupon yield curve prior to and separate from modelling its dynamics. This is somewhat unsatisfactory from the econometric viewpoint of wishing to model and forecast observable data within a single inferential framework.
The FSN framework is ideally suited to this task since it consists of a latent yield curve and data observed with measurement error. One possibility would be to retain the ECM state equation (3) for the latent knot-yields and employ a non-linear observation equation that expresses the observed coupon bond prices as the sum of the coupon payments priced using the latent yield curve and measurement error. Fitting such a non-linear Note: The upper panel shows a 3-dimensional plot of the dataset used in Sections 3 and 4; yields are measured in percentage points per annum. The lower panel plots as circles the maturities directly observed at each date. For further details on the data set (ufb2full.dat), see the notes accompanying the "Bliss Term Structure Generating Programs." FSN-ECM model makes coherent use of both the time series and cross-sectional information in the data and would allow forecasting of coupon bond prices. This extension is left to future research.
FSN-ECM forecasting models
The FSN(m)-ECM(p) forecasting models used have m ∈ {5, 6} and p ∈ {1, 2}. A number of a priori parameter restrictions are imposed on Definition 1 to obtain the parsimonious forecasting models used in Sections 3 and 4. The matrix β is set to β s , where
is the vector of spreads between the knot-yields. This choice is motivated by the well-known predictive ability of yield spreads in forecasting the yield curve and the interpretability of the resultant FSN-ECM model. It is important to note that setting β equal to β s does not imply that the yield curve of the FSN-ECM model satisfies the Expectations Theory (ET). As is clearly shown in Section 3.4, the FSN-ECM model forecasts obtained with β equal to β s differ greatly from those obtained under the ET (see Figure 3 of that section in particular). Section 3.4 and Appendix A discuss computation of the ET forecasts, and the latter also presents a simple example of an FSN-ECM process with β = β s that does not satisfy the ET.
Additional parameter restrictions are expressed in terms of the non-singular matrix Q, where ϕ t := Qγ t is the transformed state vector consisting of the (latent) short rate and inter-knot (latent) yield spreads
The ECM state equation may then be written equivalently as the VAR
where η t = Qν t , and we define Ω η =Var[η t ] = QΩ ν Q . Diagonality of the covariance matrix Ω η is imposed rather than, for example, diagonality of Ω ν which is less plausible. The covariance matrix of the measurement error Ω ε = σ In such triangular models the change in the jth knot-yield, ∆γ j,t+1 , depends only on time t spreads involving knot-yields of the same and longer maturities, i.e. on (γ j+1,t − γ j,t , ..., γ m,t − γ m−1,t ) . Thus, when Ψ = 0, ∆γ m,t+1
follows a random walk.
The approach taken was thus in line with the "Keep it sophisticatedly simple" or KISS principle of Zellner (1992) . Given the amount of data available it was necessary to impose some a priori structure on the FSN-ECM models in order to obtain reasonably precise parameter estimates. It is evident from the empirical results reported in Sections 3.4 and 4 that the parameter restrictions discussed above work well in forecasting and result in FSN-ECM models that compare very favourably to existing competitor models. Different choices,
for example of β, may perhaps in future turn out to perform better but are clearly not necessary to establish the utility of the FSN-ECM models for yield curve forecasting. 
where Ω * = 0 and γ * is set equal to the yields, (y 0 (k) , y −1 (k) ) , that correspond to the knot maturities and are observed in the data for the two periods prior to our estimation period (i.e. 1984:11 and 1984:12) . This initialisation procedure legitimately conditions on pre-sample information and avoids augmenting the parameter vector of the model with the initial state vector. Diffuse initialisation was found not to perform well in forecasting in this context. (The procedure used is motivated by the approximation that the observed knot-yields follow a random walk for the two periods in question. Note that in Section 3.4
it is necessary to use γ 1t = y t−1 (1.5) for t = 0, 1 as one month yields are not observed in the dataset used there).
Knot selection procedure
The data from 1985:1 to 1993:12 inclusive was used as 'training' data for the purpose of an in-sample model selection stage in which the number of knots (m) and their positions (k) were determined. One-step ahead forecasts of the data for each month from 1994:1 to 2000:12 inclusive were then made using a small subset of models carried forward from the in-sample stage, and the forecasts compared across those models.
It was felt that there was insufficient data to hold back some time periods for additional evaluation of a single forecasting model or procedure selected after the second stage.
The in-sample stage for knot selection is based on assessing the cross-sectional fit for a large number of different knot vectors, k. Specifically, we fit using OLS a natural cubic spline with knot vector k to each observed yield curve, y t (τ), and then compute the mean across time of the residual sum of squares (RSS) from each of the cross-sectional regressions. For m = 5 and m = 6, the top twenty knot vectors were determined in terms of minimisation of the mean RSS amongst all possible k with end knots at 1 and 84 months and internal knots lying in the set {2, 3, ..., 11, 12, 15, 18, ..., 78, 81}. This is the same set of maturities present in our dataset, but excluding the shortest and longest maturities. Values of m smaller than five were found to result in much larger mean RSS and were not considered further.
The procedure has the advantage that it is computationally feasible to search over a very large model space in the manner described (46,376 knot vectors for m = 6, and 5984 for m = 5). The criterion is cross-sectional fit rather than dynamic forecasting, but the ability to mimic the shape of observed yield curves is a preliminary desideratum for the FSN-ECM model to perform well in forecasting. Three knot vectors for m = 6 and one for m = 5 were then carried forward to the second stage, avoiding k's in which neighbouring knots occupied adjacent positions in the ordered set (2, 3, ..., 11, 12, 15, 18, ..., 81, 84) . It was found that in-sample estimation using such knots and the training data alone resulted in poorly behaved estimates of Ω η that involved zero variances.
MSFE-based forecast evaluation
The forecast performance of the FSN-ECM models with the knot vectors selected above was then compared to the forecasts from three rival models: a RW for the yield curve (the 'no change' forecast, RW YC ), the Diebold and Li (2006) dynamic Nelson-Siegel model (henceforth DNS) and a forecast that embodies the full implications of the Expectations Theory (ET). Two different estimation schemes are used in forecasting: either the parameters are updated recursively (R) by adding an observation to the data used for estimation each time a new forecast is made, or parameters are held constant (C) at the in-sample estimates obtained using the 1985:1 to 1993:12 training data. Implementation of the second and third rival forecasts is described before proceding to a discussion of the forecasting results.
We implement the version of the DNS model preferred by Diebold and Li (2006) in which each of the three latent factors follows an AR(1) process. The three factors parametrise the Nelson and Siegel (1987) latent yield curve at each time t and may be interpreted as the 'level, slope and curvature' of the latent yield curve. Rather than use the 2-stage OLS estimation procedure of Diebold and Li (2006) , we use the state space form of the model and the Kalman filter to perform QML estimation (for comparability with the FSN-ECM forecasts). The DNS model specification is almost identical to the 'yields-only' model in Diebold, Rudebusch, and Aruoba (2006) , with unrestricted and diagonal covariance matrices for the disturbances of the state and observation equations respectively. The only difference is that for the observation disturbance, 
where the vector of yield spreads s t (3 : 85) := (s t (3, 1) , ..., s t (85, 1)) , α In all cases estimation is performed recursively, except for the additional line plotted for the ET case with parameters held constant (C) throughout the forecast evaluation period. The percentage increase in MSFE relative to the RW YC is used as the evaluation criterion rather than the MSFE itself because this measure is invariant whether one considers the MSFE for forecasts of yields y t+1 (τ), log holding period returns r t+1 (τ), or excess log returns r t+1 (τ) − y t (1) (a fact which follows from Eq. 13). Such invariance is clearly a desirable is the most prominent for forecasting yield curves of moderate to high dimension and is widely used. The authors report better performance for the method at forecast horizons of 6 and 12 months ahead than at the one month ahead horizon.
T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) ET (R) DNS (R) ET (C)
Interestingly, the ET forecasts perform worse than the RW YC for the majority of the 82 maturities forecast.
ET forecasts produced holding the term premia parameters constant (C) have higher MSFE for all maturities than those produced using recursive estimation (R). Presumably recursive estimation improves the forecasts by enabling a degree of variation over time in the term premia, ρ(3 : 85), which are of course assumed to be time-invariant constants under the ET. The average MSFEs across the 82 maturities are 113% and 121% of that for the RW YC in the recursive and constant parameter cases respectively. It is clear from Figure 3 that the conditional mean implied by the ET (Lemma 4) is far from being the optimal MSFE predictor. This novel method for evaluating the ET thus finds that the theory is very wide of the mark for US Treasury data and the maturities studied. to holding the parameters constant (C), the largest differences being for the shorter maturities and in favour there of recursive estimation. This observation suggests that parameter non-constancy is not a significant problem when forecasting the data used here with FSN-ECM models. Table 1 reports measures of forecast performance both for the models considered in Figures 3 and 4, and for a broader range of specifications and estimation schemes. The focus is on summary MSFE-based measures, although the average across maturity of the absolute value of some sample autocorrelations of the forecast errors and of the mean forecast errors are also reported. Although the average across maturity of the MSFEs, or equivalently the trace of the MSFE matrix (denoted MSFE), is an intuitively reasonable measure it is not invariant to non-singular linear transformations of the data even when linear predictors are used. For example, the model ordering implied by the tr(MSFE) can in principle change when the data to be forecast is expressed as a vector consisting of the shortest yield and spreads relative to that yield, rather than as a yield curve. Also reported therefore is the determinant of the MSFE matrix, which has the desired invariance property (see Clements and Hendry 1993) . yield are achieved by all of the triangular FSN(m)-ECM(p) models with m ∈ {5, 6} and p ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, very substantial gains over the random walk forecast of a short rate can be realised using the FSN models and the information contained in the yield curve alone. Interestingly, all of the models included in Table 1 The triangular FSN(6)-ECM(2) models (e.g. the one with k = (1, 2, 4, 18, 24, 84) shown in Figure 3 ) are strong performers across the entire range of summary measures considered in Table 1 . These T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) models dominate the rival forecasts of the RW YC and DNS methods in terms of MSFE across all maturities (recall Figure 3) ; have a much lower average MSFE than the DNS forecasts; achieve very large reductions in the MSFE of the short rate, conditioning on the information in past yield curves alone; and perform better than the RW YC and very similarly to the DNS methods in terms of the det(MSFE) measure.
Section 4 will demonstrate that such a T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) model also strongly outperforms the DNS and RW
YC models in terms of the real-time profitability of various trading algorithms implemented using the same dataset. The following section performs a direct comparison between the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) and DNS models of the components of their MSFEs for different maturities. This decomposition provides insight into the reasons underlying the comparative performance of the models.
MSFE Decomposition
The dominance of the DNS model by the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) model in terms of MSFEs across maturity could be due primarily to an improved cross-sectional fitting of the yield curve by use of the natural cubic spline instead of the Nelson-Siegel curve, or due primarily to superior forecasting of the (model-specific) latent factors, or a result of some combination of the two. In order to address this question the following decomposition of the MSFE for maturity τ is performed.
where r indexes the observations of the forecast evaluation period and y In order to fit a Nelson-Siegel curve by OLS we fix the exponential decay parameter λ to a predetermined value as in Diebold and Li (2006, Section 3.2) . The value chosen is the QMLE of λ obtained using the training data alone, i.e. the one used for the constant parameter (C) DNS forecasts in Table 1 , namely λ = 0.0766. respectively). The height at each τ of a given shaded area is equal to the magnitude of that particular component (static, dynamic, or cross term). The dynamic component emerges for both models as the largest positive contributor to the total MSFE(τ) for all maturities τ. For all maturities that satisfy 3 ≤ τ ≤ 84, both the static and dynamic components are positive for DNS and FSN-ECM, and larger for DNS than FSN-ECM.
Furthermore, the differences between these components (defined as 'DNS minus FSN-ECM') are always larger for the dynamic than the static component, and where the difference in cross terms is negative it is more than offset by the positive difference in the dynamic components. In the case of τ = 1.5 and τ = 2, the static component is much larger for DNS than FSN but this difference is more than offset by the dynamic component, the larger MSFE(τ) for DNS then being the result of its large, positive cross term for these maturities.
We conclude that for most maturities, both static and dynamic components contribute to the DNS model having the larger MSFE(τ), but that inferior forecasting of the model-specific, latent factors is more important in this regard. This illustrates a strength of the FSN-ECM framework highlighted previously -namely that a very considerable body of literature exists on how empirically to model economic variables such as log yields using cointegrated VARs. By contrast, the DNS slope and curvature factors are highly specialised to the yield curve context and much less is known about how to specify time series models of factors such as these.
Parameter estimates for the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) model
We report here the QMLEs used to produce the constant parameter (C) forecasts of the triangular FSN(6)-ECM(2) model, again with k = (1, 2, 4, 18, 24, 84). Recall that the MSFEs for constant and recursive estimates in Figure 4 (c) are very similar. With the parameters of the ECM state equation (3) set equal to the QMLEs used for the constant parameter forecasts, the knot-yields γ t follow an I(1) process and the (m − 1) spreads between them β s γ t are cointegrating relations. This follows since the ranks ofα andαβ s are both equal to five, the roots z of the characteristic polynomial of the VAR in (3) then satisfy either z = 1 or |z| > 1, and the determinant of [α ⊥ (I − Ψ)β s⊥ ] is non-zero. The characteristic polynomial of the VAR in (3) thus has exactly one unit root. (8) is ϕ t = [γ 1t , (β s γ t ) ], the vector consisting of the latent short rate and inter-knot yield spreads.
The estimates of the stationary means of the spreads β s γ t are all positive, implying that the latent yield curve is 'upward sloping' on average. It follows from (8) that 
0.0032
Note: The operation diag(X) gives the diagonal of the matrix X as a column vector.
where (Qα) [1] denotes the first row of the matrix Qα. Bearing in mind that k = (1, 2, 4, 18, 24, 84), the estimates of the row (Qα) [1] in Table 2 are largest in absolute value for the spreads between the first and second, third and fourth, and fourth and fifth knot-yields. Notice that all elements of the last column of Qα are close to zero, indicating that the spread between the fifth and six knot-yields is unimportant as a regressor in Eq. (8).
It also follows from (8) that the vector of spreads follows the VAR
where X [2:6] denotes the 2nd to 6th rows of some matrix, X. With parameters set equal to the QMLEs in Table   2 , this VAR is stationary. Furthermore, a given spread at (t + 1) then depends only on time t spreads involving the same and longer maturities (since (Qα) [2:6] is upper triangular and (QΨQ −1 ) [2:6] is diagonal) and the same spread at time (t − 1). Note that all elements of the estimate of QΨQ −1 are positive and of the estimate of the diagonal of (Qα) [2:6] are negative.
PROFIT-BASED FORECAST EVALUATION
It is now widely recognised that when comparing forecasting models, each of which may be to some extent mis-specified, no close relationship is guaranteed between model evaluations based on conventional errorbased measures such as MSFE and those based on the ex post realised profit (or utility) from using each model's forecasts to solve a given economic decision or trading problem. Leitch and Tanner (1993) make just this point in the context of interest rate forecasting. More recently, Granger and Pesaran (2000) have argued in favour of a closer link between the forecast evaluation and decision problems. It is perhaps uncomfortable but nonetheless unavoidable that orderings of forecasting models can vary depending upon the use for which they are intended.
This section therefore examines to what extent the superior, MSFE-based performance of the triangular FSN(6)-ECM(2) model reported above carries over to a forecast evaluation method based on realised trading profits. Such a method requires the selection of a particular trading problem. We focus on the month-bymonth construction of arbitrage portfolios of zero-coupon bonds. In a simple case (Algorithm 1 below), monthly profit then equates to the negative of a particular loss function for evaluating the forecast of the sign of the excess return on the long bond (see Eq. 14). The loss function punishes incorrect forecasts proportionally to the absolute magnitude of the realised return. It is demonstrated in this case that despite the relatively small percentage reduction in the MSFE of the relevant excess return compared to the RW YC , the FSN-ECM forecasting model results in a much higher realised profit (smaller loss) than both the DNS and RW YC models.
We retain for this analysis the constant maturity, unsmoothed Fama Bliss zero-coupon yield dataset described in Section 3.1, thus allowing direct comparisons to be drawn with the forecasting results presented in Section 3.4. Since the zero-coupon bonds of this dataset are synthetic rather than corresponding to traded securities, we neither claim that the profit numbers reported below were necessarily available to market participants in real time nor attempt to quantify likely transaction costs. Rather, the results allow the relative performance of the forecasting models to be assessed under loss functions whose form is well motivated economically. The type of transactions we envisage could be implemented in practice by trading in Treasury STRIPS (Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal of Securities), which allow investors easily and at negligible cost to create and trade zero-coupon bonds. We expect that the natural cubic spline of the FSN-ECM model would be sufficiently flexible to avoid problems that the Nelson-Siegel curve has in fitting some features of STRIPS data (see Sack 2000) , but leave investigation of this aspect to future research.
We denote by R t+1 (τ) := [P t+1 (τ − 1)/P t (τ)] − 1 the 1 month net holding period return (HPR) on a bond with τ months to maturity (realised at time t + 1), and define the corresponding log HPR r t+1 (τ) := log[1 + R t+1 (τ)]. Table 3 depicts the cashflows resulting from what we term a pairwise arbitrage portfolio, formed at time t by trading in a pair of zero-coupon bonds with maturities τ 2 and τ 1 (τ 2 > τ 1 ). The dollar cashflow at t resulting from the position taken in the τ 1 -month bond is denoted d t , with d t > 0 representing a (possibly short) sale and d t < 0 a purchase. The portfolio is designed as self-financing, i.e. the time t cashflow relating to the τ 2 -month bond is −d t , this being achieved by matching the purchase (sale) of |d t |/P t (τ 1 ) units of the τ 1 -month bond by the sale (purchase) of |d t |/P t (τ 2 ) units of the τ 1 -month bond. The absolute value |d t | is referred to as the size of the position and is fixed at $1, 000, 000 = $1M for convenvience in what follows.
We stipulate that the positions are always unwound at date t + 1, whereupon net cashflow is seen to equal 
Note: Component and net dollar cashflows at times t and t+1 from a pairwise arbitrage portfolio of discount bonds with maturities τ 1 and τ 2 . R t+1 (τ) denotes the 1 month net holding period return (HPR) realised at t + 1 for a bond with maturity τ at time t. The dollar cashflow at t resulting from the position taken in the τ 1 -month bond is denoted d t , with d t > 0 representing a (possibly short) sale and d t < 0 a purchase.
A positive net cashflow may thus be generated by correctly forecasting the sign of the realised excess return on the τ 2 -month bond over the τ 1 -month bond, and choosing d t to have that same sign. Since the realised excess return is very well approximated by r t+1 (τ 2 ) − r t+1 (τ 1 ), we generate the forecastŝ
where the yield forecastŷ t+1|t (τ − 1) of Section 3.4 has been substituted into the identity for log HPRs, and then forecast the sign of the relevant excess return using the forecastd t = sgn[r t+1|t (τ 2 ) −r t+1|t (τ 1 )]. We then set
We consider three algorithms, each of which involves forming various arbitrage portfolios at each time t. The first two algorithms arose from the observation that over our training period 1985:1 to 1993:12, the average value of absolute, realised excess returns |R t+1 (τ 2 ) − R t+1 (τ 1 )| is increasing in the maturity of the longer bond τ 2 and decreasing in the shorter maturity τ 1 . The largest such average value over the training period was 1.9% per month for the 82-and 3-month bonds, which are respectively the longest and shortest maturities for which we are able to compute HPRs in our dataset. Algorithms 1 and 2 thus emphasise pairwise arbitrage portfolios of long and short (τ 1 = 3) maturity bonds, whilst Algorithm 3 involves choosing τ 2 by optimising the forecast absolute excess return |r t+1|t (τ 2 ) −r t+1|t (3)| at each time t. All three algorithms thus arose from and are motivated by a priori considerations not involving data from the evaluation period. The first and simplest algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 1 (Wide term spread) At all times t form a pairwise arbitrage portfolio with τ 1 = 3, τ 2 = 82 and d t chosen as follows. Ifr
else do nothing (d t = $0). At date t + 1, close the position. The dollar profit realised at t + 1 is given by
A natural generalisation of Algorithm 1 involves taking positions on bonds across a broader range of maturities for which a return prediction is made. We again restrict attention to τ 1 = 3 and rather than taking equally sized positions, weight in favour of pairwise arbitrage portfolios with high, in-sample average absolute, realised excess returns.
Algorithm 2 (Weighted pairs trades) At all times t and for j = 1, ..., 34, form the jth pairwise arbitrage portfolio with τ 1 = 3, τ 2 j given by the jth element of the vector (3, 4, ..., 13, 16, ..., 79, 82 ) and d jt chosen as follows. If
else do nothing (d jt = $0). Letting RX a (τ 2j , 3) denote the in-sample average of the absolute, realised excess returns
| over the training period, the weights w j are given by w j = RX a (τ 2j , 3)/ j RX a (τ 2j , 3). At date t + 1, close all positions. The dollar profit realised at t + 1 is given by
Note that in Algorithm 2, j |d jt | = $1M, thus ensuring that the total size of the positions taken at t is the same in all three algorithms. In practice, the weights w j increase monotonically from 0.001 for τ 2 j = 4 to 0.065 for τ 2j = 82. The final algorithm we consider selects τ 2 in order to maximise the forecast absolute excess return.
Algorithm 3 (Optimised pairs trade)
At all times t form a pairwise arbitrage portfolio with τ 1 = 3, τ 2t = arg max τ 3 |r t+1|t (τ) −r t+1|t (3)| and d t chosen as follows. If
else do nothing (d t = $0). At date t + 1, close the positions. The dollar profit realised at t + 1 is given by
The performance of the three trading algorithms was analysed during the evaluation period 1994:1 to 2000:12 using the triangular FSN(6)-ECM(2) model to forecast returns, and compared to the performance obtained using the DNS and random walk (RW YC ) forecast models. Recursively updated, out-of-sample forecasts for yields are produced as in Section 3.4 for the DNS and T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) models, with k = (1, 2, 4, 18, 24, 84) used for the latter (as in Figure 3 ). Time series of cumulative profits under Algorithm 1 are plotted in Figure 6 . The FSN-ECM model strongly outperforms the DNS and RW YC models resulting in a final cumulative profit equal to $364,700, that is 4.1 and 13.5 times that for DNS and RW YC respectively.
The cumulative profit series generated by the naïve, 'no-change in yield' RW YC forecasts tracks that for the DNS model quite closely for much of the evaluation period. The percentage gains in average monthly profit over the RW YC from using FSN-ECM and DNS forecasts are 1246% and 225% respectively. These may be for all three models. Algorithm 3 is perhaps the most demanding in terms of forecast model specification.
It results in a decrease in cumulative profit relative to Algorithm 1 of $110,900 (126%) for DNS compared to just $48,600 (13.3%) for FSN-ECM. The mean and median monthly profit for DNS both become negative. For FSN-ECM, this optimising algorithm results in a marginally higher median monthly profit, narrower 90% interquantile range and increased directional accuracy of excess return forecasts.
In order better to understand the relative performance of the three models, note that for a single pairwise arbitrage portfolio the realised cumulative profit may be written as
where the loss function The FSN-ECM models are used to forecast 36-dimensional zero-coupon yield curves for US Treasury bonds at the one month ahead horizon. Their out-of-sample performance is compared to important rival models using both MSFE-based criteria and economically relevant loss functions derived from the realised profits earned by implementing pairs trading algorithms. The algorithms construct an arbitrage portfolio of discount bonds each period on the basis of the different model forecasts. The analysis highlights in a concrete, applied setting the dangers of attempts to infer the relative economic value of model forecasts on the basis of their associated MSFEs.
The triangular (T-) FSN(6)-ECM(2) models achieve large reductions in mean square forecast error relative to a random walk for yields, especially at the shorter maturity end of the yield curve, and readily dominate In all three trading algorithms investigated, the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) forecasts result in cumulative, realised trading profits that are an order of magnitude larger than those obtained using both the random walk for yields and Dynamic Nelson-Siegel forecasts. The dominance of the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) model is thus found to be robust to the use of very different loss functions. For the simplest and most profitable algorithm, the empirical distribution of monthly profits for the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) forecasts first order stochastically dominates both alternatives. Whereas the largest reductions in MSFE relative to the random walk were obtained for the short end of the yield curve, the ability of the T-FSN(6)-ECM(2) model to forecast the sign of excess returns of the longest bonds over the 3-month return underlies its superior trading profitability.
We thus find that the proposed FSN-ECM models consistently outperform both the prominent Diebold and
Li (2006) Dynamic Nelson-Siegel model and the random walk at the one month ahead horizon using a broad range of forecast evaluation criteria. Furthermore, the FSN-ECM approach is scalable in the cross-sectional dimension of the yield curve and is based on a continuous, smooth underlying term structure. Two topics in particular merit investigation in future research. First, whilst we have concentrated on demonstrating how much can be achieved in forecasting the yield curve using the information in current and past yield curves alone, macroeconomic factors can readily be included as regressors in the state equation of the FSN-ECM models. Second, the use of FSN-ECM models with a latent natural cubic spline yield curve but a non-linear observation equation in order to model and forecast coupon bond prices would remove the need to estimate zero-coupon yield curves in an initial stage separate from modelling the dynamics of the term structure.
APPENDIX

A FORECASTING UNDER THE EXPECTATIONS THEORY
This section considers what the Expectations Theory (ET) of the term structure implies about forecasting yields when a history of complete yield curves is available upon which to base the forecasts. An n-dimensional yield curve y t (τ) is said to be complete here when τ = (1, 2, ..., n), and is denoted by y t (τ n  1 ). The associated vector of spreads between the yields and the short rate is written as s nt := (s t (2, 1) , ..., s t (n, 1)) , where s t (τ j , τ i ) := y t (τ j ) − y t (τ i ). Lemma 4 below shows that the ET fully determines the conditional expectation of the (n − 1)-dimensional yield curve y t+1 (τ n−1 1 ) given the public information set F t and that this is an affine function of the current spread vector s nt . Furthermore, the ET holds if and only if the conditional expectation is given by this affine function for all n ≥ 2 (Eq. 16).
Lemma 4 (Conditional Expectation of Yield Curve under the ET)
Let n ∈ {2, 3, ...} and suppose that
where the constants ρ(τ) ∈ R are known as term premia, ρ(1) = 0, and {F t } denotes the filtration of publicly available information. When Eq. (15) 
where ρ n = (ρ(2), ..., ρ(n)) . The (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix α 
and α , Ω ε = 0 and τ = (1, 2, ..., n) with n m and n fixed. If, in addition, the second derivatives at the end knots, S (k 1 ) and S (k m ), are both zero, S(x) is said to be a natural cubic spline on (k; γ).
In this context, since the knots are positioned at deterministic maturities that are fixed throughout the analysis whereas the states γ to which the spline interpolates are stochastic, a NCS S(x) on (k; γ) is denoted by S γ (x). The object of interest here is usually the restriction of S γ (x) to a finite vector of points in [a, b] say, τ = (τ 1 , ..., τ N ). The NCS is then written as the finite dimensional vector S γ (τ) := (S γ (τ 1 ), ..., S γ (τ N )) .
A well known result that arises by combining conditions on S (k 1 ) and S (k m ) with the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Definition 6 is that S γ (τ) is a linear function of the ordinate vector γ. This result, stated for the case of a NCS in the theorem below, allows the FSN-ECM models to be written in linear state space form.
Lemma 7 Let S γ (x) be a NCS on (k; γ), with k and γ vectors of dimension m. Also let τ = (τ 1 , ..., τ N ) be a finite vector of points in [a, b] , and S γ (τ) := (S γ (τ 1 ), ..., S γ (τ N )) . Then
where the N × m interpolation matrix W(k, τ) depends only on τ and the knot positions k. Details of how to compute W(k, τ) may be found in equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.14) of Poirier (1973, pp. 517-518) , where π 0 and π k are set to zero in the case of a NCS.
Proof. See, for example, Poirier (1973, pp. 517-518) .
